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As a successful and much sought-after stand up, actor, writer and presenter, Jack Whitehall has firmly established himself as one of the UK's
most exciting and successful comedy talents, having won numerous British Comedy Awards. A talented actor, Jack received critical acclaim
for his role in the hit C4 comedy drama Fresh Meat.
"This hip, young star is rising so fast he is in danger of getting the bends" Evening Standar

In detail

Languages

In 2012 Jack created hit school-based sitcom Bad Education,

He presents in English.

which concluded in 2014 after three critically-acclaimed series.
Jack starred in the show as hapless history teacher Alfie Wickers
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alongside a stellar cast including Matthew Horne and Harry

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

Enfield. It was nominated in 2013 for Best Sitcom at the British

could bring to your event.

Comedy Awards and was subsequently made into a film. Jack
also hosts his own chat show with his father Michael Whitehall on
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BBC 3 entitled Backchat and is a regular panellist for Sky 1's A
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League of Their Own. Other recent television appearances
include QI, Big Fat Quiz of the Year, The Graham Norton Show,
Sunday Night at the Palladium and Have I Got News For You.
Jack also tours regularly around the UK.

What he offers you
Whether Jack Whitehall is presenting or entertaining his
audiences with hilarious comedy, he has inventive, well-written
routines and a brilliant command of the language, able to conjure
up just the right image at the right time. He's a brilliant, intelligent,
educated and sharp witted comedian who has quickly become a
household name.

How he presents
With his genuinely funny and likeable stage personality, Jack
Whitehall's relentless swell of energy sweeps even the most
curmudgeonly up in its wake. He's a newcomer with the poise of
an old timer.
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